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Learn how to bring a young horse into  
work in a natural, considerate way.
By Anja Beran with Mary Daniels  •  Photos by Stefan Wartini

I 
would like to discuss how to bring a 3-year-old horse into work in a way that 

is suited to his nature—a slower, more considerate method based on classical 

principles. In Part One, I will outline the first month of work: introducing and 

practicing with the longe, saddle, bit and bridle in preparation for mounted work. 

The young horse is like a raw diamond whose correct shaping adds brilliance. 

This first month is essential to defining his training plan. By working him on the longe 

with hardly any confinement (without auxiliary reins), I can analyze his raw quality. By 

observing him closely, I can find suitable and healthy gymnastic exercises for balancing 

and mobilizing him. This correct training and care, with a future vision of a horse that 

will do all of the high-school exercises easily in response to only the finest of aids, will 

create a physically attractive and self-confident horse.

Step One: Introduce the Longe
Longe work with an eye on putting a horse under saddle generally begins with 3-year-

olds because a younger horse’s body and mind are not yet in a state that can cope with 

a mounted rider. The horse’s epiphyseal cartilage in his joints is not closed before this 

age and therefore he should not be ridden yet. Any older than 3, horses (especially 

stallions) develop a strong personality and grow a lot, making it possible for them to 

become more difficult to handle. 

When preparing for this basic training on the longe, the most important tool in this 

context is the cavesson. The noseband should be fitted about two fingers underneath 

the horse’s cheekbone. The ideal position is at the normal height of an ordinary 

noseband. The further down it is placed, 

the stronger an effect it has. In the case 

of difficult horses, it can be placed one to 

two finger widths lower. Never place it in 

a position that makes it difficult for the 

horse to breathe.

A robust longe line is a necessary 

complement to the cavesson. It should 

have a minimum length of about 10 to 

12 meters (approximately 33 to 39 feet). It 

should be made of a strong material and I 

prefer to have a leather back strap instead 

of a clip or buckle to attach it. 

Note: I must warn against longeing a 

horse that is wearing only a halter. You 

cannot control the horse if difficulties 

arise. He can easily break loose, and thus 

his first experience will be negative. 

If a round pen is not available, two 

people equipped with whips are needed 

to close the open side of the arena (see 

photo). The horse should not be given a 

chance to leave the line of the longeing 

circle. Young horses should never have 

the opportunity to make a mistake. If 

everything is optimally arranged, the 

horse can only react in the manner the 
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trainer desires. 

I always start longeing a horse with 

two people: one holding the longe and 

the other one holding the whip and 

following the horse. The person holding 

the longe should stand a little bit behind 

the horse’s shoulder in order to keep 

him in front of her. The horse should be 

framed by the cavesson and the whip 

so that if I took a photo from a bird’s-

eye view, the image would be that of a 

triangle. The person longeing forms the 

tip of the triangle with the longe line, 

whip and horse forming the three sides. 

However, this position might vary at 

times as the aids are applied. 

I start by working the young horse 

for only 10 minutes at a time, little by 

little increasing the training time to 

20 minutes. Never work a young horse 

longer than that.

In order to communicate with the 

young horse, I need to build a consistent 

language made of the aids I give him. I 

must use these aids in a very disciplined 

and clear manner, otherwise the young 

horse will not be able to understand them 

and will be stressed. 

To train forward: First the young 

horse should learn to move on the circle 

and understand the aids to go forward 

with the voice and whip (from behind). 

With some horses, it is enough to raise 

the whip and click the tongue to get 

them going forward. For the horse 

requiring more motivation, touch him at 

the back end with the whip. 

To slow the horse: The person 

longeing must never step directly in front 

of the horse to slow him down. Just take a 

half-step sideways and watch the reaction 

of the horse. If he slows down, well done! 

If not, take another half-step sideways. In 

addition, use the voice and long vocals, 

such as “aaahhhh” or “ooohhhhh” or 

whistle. The trainer holding the longe 

should be gently interacting with the 

horse’s nose via the lifting of the longe 

and the contact with the cavesson.

To sum up, I can say a position further 

back pushes the horse more forward, and 

a position more in front of the horse can 

help slow him down.

To move the horse out: If the horse 

falls in on the circle, I point the whip in 

the direction of his shoulder to tell him 

to move out to the line of the circle that 

I want. I use the principle: As much as 

necessary and as little as possible.

I never use contradictory aids such 

as asking for the horse to slow with 

the voice while also asking him to go 

forward with a touch of the whip. When 

the horse reacts in the desired manner, 

I praise him or her. I never use auxiliary 

reins with a young horse. It is difficult 

enough for them to find their balance 

on a circle. To do so, they need to be able 

to use their necks. If I interfere with his 

natural balance, the horse will put weight 

on the reins or on his shoulders and 

problems will start. 

For trainers, it is also important to 

watch a horse go without auxiliary reins. 

Only then can you see the horse’s natural 

Always introduce the saddle out of the horse’s stall to prevent him from feeling confined during this new experience.
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behavior. Does he like to move with 

his neck up or very deep? That also 

tells you something about his back 

and his balance. Does your horse 

easily bend his neck and turn his head 

to both sides? This is important to 

know, as it indicates how mobile the 

horse is. Does he fall into the circle on 

one side and out the other side? This 

information indicates the horse’s stiff 

side and his naturally bent side. 

By observing the young horse 

on the longe, I will be able to easily 

recognize which is the concave side 

and on which shoulder he falls. On 

his concave side, he will push outward 

on one rein and turn his head inward. 

On the other (less supple) rein, or 

direction, he will fall to the 

inside of the circle with his head 

positioned outward and his inside 

shoulder bearing more strain. On 

this rein, I will probably have more 

weight later on. In order to drive 

the horse well to the outside on this 

rein, I use the whip in the direction 

of the horse’s shoulder. 

My personal observation is that 

most horses are stiffer on the side 

to which the mane falls, but never 

take this for granted and always do 

the necessary legwork to actually test 

that you are correct about the horse’s 

natural balance. 

Only when a horse understands the 

aids (telling him to go forward or slow 

down) and when he can do circles in 

walk, trot and canter, can I decrease 

the number of people down to one 

trainer in the center of the circle, 

holding the longe and whip. 

Step Two: Introduce the Saddle 
and Girth
When a horse knows how to move 

on a circle and listens to the trainer, 

he is ready to wear a saddle. This is 

ANJA BERAN’S  
CAVESSON

I have developed my own special version of 

a cavesson with a metal noseband that is 

padded and covered with leather. It fits the 

horse well and gives me the opportunity to 

have a very focused and exact effect on his 

nose. Being able to give the aids clearly and 

at the point where they have an optimum 

effect, makes it easier for the horse to 

understand them. It is also of great use 

when I have to handle young stallions or 

otherwise strong horses. 

Many cavessons touch a horse’s eyes 

when he pulls away from the line of the 

circle. To avoid this, mine has a special 

cheek strap (see photo), which prevents it 

from slipping toward the horse’s eye. 

The rotatable ring in the middle of the nosepiece has also proved 

worthwhile and saves having to change the side to which the longe line is 

attached when changing directions. 

Because these cavessons are hard to find, I sell a style like the one 

described and pictured above on my website (anjaberan.de). It is available in 

black and brown in one universally adjustable size. 

introduced in an indoor or outdoor arena 

because horses are flight animals and 

doing this step in the confined space of a 

stall has the potential to make the horse 

feel that this is a negative experience.

For a few days, place the saddle on 

the horse’s back and take it down again 

without further action. For starters, secure 

the stirrups up. This is most important. 

Should they fall down, they might scare 

the horse. Once he remains calm and 

stands perfectly still when the saddle is 

on his back, try to close the girth loosely.  

Make sure the horse is able to breathe in 

between these individual steps and then 

close the girth very gently. Lead him for 

a short distance and tighten the girth a 

little further. Repeat this until the girth is 

really firm. 

Praise the horse and take the saddle off 

again. Repeat this exercise for a few days. 

It is only when the horse is calm, relaxed 

and ready to do circles under saddle at the 

walk that the trainer should gently start 

with the trot. But please do not overdo: 

one or two circles are quite enough to 

start with. Then slow down, praise him 

and take the saddle off. 

Once the horse feels confident in 

the trot, I start with the canter. Never 

let him buck or kick with the saddle on. 

Use the voice to show disapproval and 
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give a short aid on the cavesson with 

the longe. By doing so, you will train 

the horse to never buck, jump, kick or 

do anything similar when he has the 

saddle on. That is important for the 

rest of his life. It is also a question of 

personal safety for the rider.

Once the horse moves well with the 

saddle on, you may take the stirrups 

down. A young horse should learn that 

the stirrups will move and touch him. 

Step Three: Introduce the Bit 
and Bridle
When the horse is comfortable with 

longeing and wearing a saddle, he is 

ready for the bit and bridle. 

To fit the bridle: To correctly outfit 

the horse, the trainer always has to look 

in his mouth when the bridle is on. 

Make sure the bit is not too low and 

hits against his teeth, giving the horse 

the option to put his tongue over it. 

Sometimes the snaffle bit is not attached 

high enough, so that it hits the horse’s 

teeth and he may put his tongue over 

it. Then it has to be put higher up. 

Especially with stallions and geldings I 

have to be careful not to touch the peg 

or canine teeth (those directly behind 

the front incisors). The bit of the bridle 

has to be at least one to two fingers away 

from the peg teeth. 

On the other hand, I always make 

sure to check that the bit is not too 

high. The bridle must never pull up the 

corners of the horse’s lips. If it does, then 

the trainer has to lower it. Once the bit is 

properly adjusted inside his mouth, give 

the horse a treat in order to reduce the 

stress of this step. 

Then put the cavesson over the 

bridle and longe the horse as usual. 

Pay attention: Sometimes horses don’t 

go forward so readily because they feel 

disturbed by the presence of the bit. 

Sometimes young horses are spooky 

and like to jump about on the longe. 

This is why I always use the cavesson 

when longeing—if the longe were 

Before introducing a rider, allow a young horse the time to train in tack.

attached to the bit, a horse could hurt his 

mouth if he moves about spontaneously. 

Working four times a week like this, 

the entire process (introducing the 

longe to reaching a point where the 

horse is relaxed and moves on a circle 

with the saddle and bridle) takes about 

one month. This is perfect timing, as 

Part Two of this article will introduce 

you to the second month of work: 

mounted training. 

Anja Beran authored the book 

Classical Training with the Horse in 

Mind, a 21st century how-to guide 

to classical equitation, and the DVD 

series “Elegant Dressage Training.” 

She worked intensively with Manuel 

Jorge de Oliveira and Marc de 

Broissia. She trains from her facility, 

Gut Rosenhof, in Rudratsried, Bayern, 

Germany (anjaberan.de). 
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WHAT I WISH I’D KNOWN THEN

What the Judge Sees
By Marilyn HeatH

I wish I knew when I was competing what I now know as a judge. 

The judge’s perspective puts a whole new light on the way a 

rider presents her horse. Competitors often make the mistake 

of thinking that because they can do the “tricks” of the level, then 

that’s where they should show. The judge, however, wants to 

see a horse ridden with correct basics for each level according to the purpose as written on the 

test. Just because you can do a flying change doesn’t necessarily mean you have a Third Level 

horse. For example, I sometimes see horses doing a flying change who are not on the bit—a basic 

requirement. There should be evidence that the Training Scale is being followed in the training of 

the horse.

The judge appreciates the rider who understands the geometry of the arena, uses the corners 

correctly and rides transitions and figures accurately. Thoughtful and proper preparation for 

movements and transitions is also appreciated. I am always amazed at the unnecessary waste of 

points due to careless use of the arena and attention to detail.

It is interesting to sit in the judge’s box and observe how different horse-and-rider 

combinations ride each movement. Some riders execute the basics more correctly and fulfill the 

criteria of each movement more fully than others. The judge observes whether the criteria of each 

movement are being met.

For instance, in the shoulder-in, the quality and cadence of the collected trot should be 

maintained. Judges want to see that the angle is correct and that the shoulder-in doesn’t appear 

more like a leg yield. A judge will also look to make sure the horse is fulfilling the purpose of the 

shoulder-in. This means he will become more engaged, step under the midline of his body with 

the inside hind leg and bend the joints of his inside hind leg, lowering his hip. The horse should be 

correctly bent away from the direction of travel and appear to be uniformly bent around the inside 

leg of the rider. He shouldn’t be overbent in his neck or falling out through his outside shoulder. 

Overall, the horse needs to be in a balance that is appropriate to the level.

Tempi changes must be in balance and rhythmic, and the quality of the canter and the 

impulsion must be maintained. The horse must be in self-carriage, straight, obedient and sensitive 

to the aids. The quality of the changes will also be in question, with judges looking to see if there 

are mistakes in either the count or the changes themselves and making sure the changes are 

centered on X. 

In the canter pirouette, the gait quality and cadence should be maintained. The hindquarters 

of the horse should be well-engaged, lowered and show good flexion of the joints. The horse must 

remain on the bit with a light contact with the poll at the highest point, and he must be slightly bent 

in the direction in which he is turning. The pirouette (or half pirouette) must be the correct size for 

the level, and the horse must take the correct number of steps. In preparation for the pirouette, the 

judge will look to see if there is increased activity 

and collection. Additionally, the balance must be 

maintained during the pirouette and as the horse 

proceeds at the completion.

Above all, the judge would like to see a 

harmonious combination. It should look easy. It 

should look like the horse is performing of his 

own accord the wishes of the rider. Are the aids 

obvious or discreet? The judge should feel like he 

or she would just love to ride that horse.

Over and over as I judge, my scribes or judge 

candidates sitting in the box with me tell me 

what an eye-opener it is to be in the judge’s box 

and learn what it looks like through the judge’s 

eyes. The USDF “L” Education Program is a great 

educational opportunity. It teaches riders who 

aspire to become judges the intricacies and 

demands of judging. It educates riders to know 

how the judge thinks, what the judge is looking 

at and is looking for as well as how judges 

are taught to arrive at the correct score and 

formulate constructive and helpful comments. I 

often hear “L” graduates comment that they are 

recommending that all their students at least audit 

the USDF “L” Education Program. They feel that 

by understanding the judge’s point of view, their 

students will become more successful competitors.

Just imagine how much better riders could 

present their horses if they were more conscious 

of the judge’s perspective. It is a perspective 

I could have benefitted from during my 

competitive career.

Marilyn Heath is a USEF “S” judge. She earned 

her USDF bronze, silver and gold medals and 

has trained and competed through Grand Prix. 

She was long-listed by the U.S. Equestrian Team 

(USET) in the 1980s and competed for the USET 

at the World Championships in 1986. Dedicated 

to educating future judges, she has been chair of 

the USDF “L” Education Program for nine years.
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